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Abstract
Objective: The aim of this pilot study was to explore the effects of self-positioning on cognitive performance in
the work environment using a standardized cognitive test battery to evaluate executive function under two conditions.
Methods: This randomized controlled cross-over trial involved 17 men (mean age ± SD: 29.8 ± 5.5) all with
a science background. The participants were accustomed to working in an open environment and none of whom
currently using standing desks. We used a modified version of the CNS Vital Signs (CNSVS) test battery to assess
cognitive executive function in two typical work positions - standing and seated. Participants were randomly assigned
to a standing or seated position to begin the testing procedure. Upon completion of the first test round they were
instructed to rest for 10 min in a dark room with no distractions before commencing the second round of testing
positioned in the alternate fashion. The main outcome measure was a CNSVS score in each of the six cognitive
executive function domains in the two different work positions.
Results: A two-tailed paired t-test showed a significant difference between the standing (mean+/-SD: 94 ± 10)
and seated (mean ± SD: 99 ± 9) position (p<0.01) in the domain score of Complex Attention but not in the other
cognitive executive function domains.
Conclusion: Self-positioning has a significant impact on cognitive executive function when Complex Attention is
required. Considerations towards body positioning and task may be beneficial in the workplace to optimize cognitive
performance and lower the risk of person-made mistakes.

Keywords: CNSVS; Design; Sitting; Standing; Complex attention;
Knowledge workers; Executive function
Introduction
This past year an increasing number of articles in both research
and the popular press have been suggesting that sitting at work all
day causes a raft of harms from increasing likelihood of insulin [1] to
shortening life expectancy [2]. The musculo-skeletal costs of sitting vs.
standing have been investigated in research since the 70s looking at the
effects of body posture on spinal joint loading and compression, joint
kinematics of the spine and muscle trunk activation as primary focus
areas [3-9]. For instance, Nachemson [7] reported 40 to 175 percent
greater disc pressures in a variety of sitting postures, compared to
standing. Standing appears to unload the passive tissue structures of
the back thus providing a resting position from the seated posture [3].
More recent research has been translated into an increase of standing
desks in the working environment, where standing is perceived to be
an antidote to sitting when dealing with musculo- skeletal disorders
[10]. In contrast, some researchers in human factors and ergonomics
have also found adverse effects to standing [11] as well as to sit-stand
conditions on musculo-skeletal disorders, alertness and performance
[12].
When it comes to cognitive performance and executive function,
the benefits of standing or sitting are less clear. Cognitive function
largely involves the area of the brain known as the pre-frontal cortex,
which is the anterior part of the frontal lobes of the brain, lying in
front of the motor and premotor areas. The term Cognitive Executive
Function is often used as an umbrella-term for cognitive activities
such as planning, working memory, attention, problem solving, verbal
reasoning, multi-tasking, and monitoring of actions among others and
are processes localized in the pre-frontal cortex [13,14].
Recent studies have evaluated the difference between sitting, and
walking desks (where one walks on a treadmill fixed to a standing desk)
[15], or sitting, standing and walking desks [16]. Intriguingly, while
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the trend seems to be that many attributes improve from standing
[16] or at least do not degrade, the positives are not clearly universal.
One study where various cognitive executive function tests have been
used in these cases to gauge performance showed that certain tasks
performed at walking desks, definitely performed more poorly [17].
Likewise the papers do not all use tests that study the same attributes of
cognitive executive function. Some may focus on motor speed/motor
control [16] rather than more involved cognitive executive function
tasks that require Complex Attention or Cognitive Flexibility [17].
In the present study we look at broader range of cognitive executive
function assessments than previous work to assess self-positioning
(standing or sitting). Our goal is to gain a better picture of effects that
could more directly inform human-computer interaction design of
both digital information systems and their physical environments for
knowledge work [18]. For instance, optimal self-positioning for motor
control may be important for precision work in a laboratory, but may
not be a key factor for managing email. Other cognitive executive
function measures like attention and recall may be more important, or
at least more descriptive for multi-tasking, a common element of most
of our digital-physical lives. Therefore, the objective of this study is to
investigate, in an exploratory fashion, cognitive performance using a
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test battery of cognitive executive function tests under two conditions:
standing and seated at a desk. Based on the physiological benefits of
standing for people who are mainly seated knowledge workers, we
hypothesize a general higher cognitive performance score across the
six individual cognitive executive function domains in the standing
position.

Methods
Study design
We conducted a randomized controlled cross-over trial to test
the effect of position on cognitive task performance using standard
computer display/interaction technology.
In short, the testing procedure had two almost identical parts with
the only difference being the standing or seated position in randomized
order.
The office for the study was set up with a standard height table and
chair for the seated position, and boxes on the table for the standing
condition (Figure 1). The same laptop, a Lenovo ThinkPad T41p
running Windows XP, was used in each condition. For seated, the
laptop was placed on the table; for standing, the laptop was placed on
the rigid boxes at an appropriate ergonomic height for standing work.
Participants were shown how to start the test battery on the laptop
when they were ready to begin; the program guided them through each
test, and indicated completion. Between test conditions, the laptop was
repositioned for the next condition. The total test time including rest
took an average of one hour and ten minutes.

Participants
We constrained the participant group to men (mean age ± SD: 29.8
± 5.5), all healthy with science backgrounds and graduate degrees, and
none of whom currently using standing desks; all participants (n=17)
worked in an open lab environment. Participants signed an information
and consent form approved via the University of Southampton Ethical
Review of Human Participant Studies process. (ID: 1497). Furthermore,
participants received a gift voucher as part of their participation. We
registered the study at clinicaltrials.gov (number NCT01641588).

Cognitive executive function testing
We used the CNS Vital Signs (CNSVS) test battery for assessing
neurocognitive function. The included subtests were the following:
Symbol Digit Coding test, Shifting Attention Test, Finger Tapping
Test, Stroop Test, and Continuous Performance Test in that order.
The tests themselves are online versions of standard measures of
cognitive task performance and have previously been described and
tested for reliability and validity in the literature. The test runs are
highly consistently delivered: the test battery is automatically presented
to the participants with practice followed by test runs of each test in
the selected battery. In short, the subtests provide domain measures
of: Executive Function, Complex Attention, Cognitive Flexibility,
Psychomotor Speed, Reaction Time and Processing Speed. The score
of each of the domains are calculated either as differences between
correct and erroneous responses within each subtest, or summation of
the responses from two or more subtests.

we report results as means (SD). One participant was excluded from
statistical analysis due to an invalid CNSVS test, thus bringing the total
number of participants in the analysis to 16.

Results
Table 1 shows the outcome scores of each of the six cognitive
executive function domains tested in the two conditions. Higher
domain scores indicate better cognitive function. Only the domain of
Complex Attention was significantly different in the standing vs. seated
condition (confidence interval: 1.66:9.96) with a Cohen’s d-value
of 0.79. A total of 13 of the 16 participants did better on Complex
Attention tasks in the seated position.

Discussion
To our knowledge this is the first time the effects of self-positioning
on cognitive performance have been tested with an extensive cognitive
test battery consisting of several sub-tests to provide test scores in six
different domains of cognitive executive function. Our exploratory
study showed a significant better performance in testing the ability to
keep a sustained focus, to resist distraction, to switch attention between
tasks as well as information processing ability, attributes known as
complex attention, when sitting down compared to standing.
For work environment design, the understanding of how such
formal abstract tests of a single performance factor (sitting/standing)
map to real-world interactions is required. For Complex Attention,
for instance, where we found a significant difference between sitting
and standing, a possible mapping between cognitive executive function
assessment tasks and real life activity may be observed in the work
of laboratory workers. For instance, Plebani and Carraro [19] found
189 laboratory mistakes out of 40.490 tests pooled from four different
departments of a hospital. While a relative mistake frequency of
0.47% does not seem significant, 19% of the laboratory mistakes were
associated with further inappropriate investigations. Similarly, 6.4%
of the laboratory mistakes were associated with inappropriate care
or modification of therapy, resulting in unjustifiable socioeconomic
costs [19]. In a more recent study, Jequier and Ukombe [20] found a
coefficient of variation of 44.3% when 26 medical laboratory technicians
and pathologists performed a routine analysis on an aliquot of the same
sample specimen, which they reported as being unacceptably high [20].
According to multiple surveys between 2001-2004 [21] and
analyses of data from 2004-2008 [22], the knowledge economy
involves anywhere from 30-57% of workers by occupation in the EU,
and contributes at least 40% to GDP and growing. This growth makes

Statistics
We used a two-tailed paired Student’s t-test to test for significant
differences between the standing and seated condition. An alpha level
of <0.05 was considered significant unless otherwise specified and
J Ergonomics
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Figure 1: Test setup for the standing and seated conditions running the
Cognitive Executive Function test battery on the study laptop.
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Difference in Vital Sign domain scores in the two conditions
Outcome measure (standard score)

Standing

Seated

Between-condition p-value

Executive Function

101 ± 10

106 ± 11

0.18

Complex Attention

94 ± 10

99 ± 9

0.01*
0.17

CNSVS domains

Cognitive Flexibility

99 ± 12

104 ± 12

Psychomotor Speed

112 ± 12

110 ± 10

0.53

Reaction Time

100 ± 8

104 ± 10

0.27

Processing Speed

111 ± 16

105 ± 14

0.26

Table 1: The outcome scores of each of the six cognitive executive function domains tested in the two conditions and the between-condition p-value. Higher domain scores
indicate better cognitive executive function performance. Results are means (SD). * indicate a significance level of <0.05.

optimization of the knowledge work environment a priority. For
knowledge workers in offices or laboratories who must switch between
selective attention for one task and a sustained focus for another, our
results suggest there may be benefits in moving between seated and
standing positions for specific task types. We may therefore ask, are
there ways that we can help people identify the moments to shift selfposition (going from seated work to mobile cogitation and back)
sooner and thus accelerate pace of breakthroughs? Understanding
how task type may map to position to inform self-positioning
choices could potentially help reduce effects of stress in cognitively
taxing environments from nuclear control rooms [23] to medical
ward performance. These findings open interesting possibilities for
the design of information intense environments that combine new
display technologies and sensors. For instance, interrupted work has
been shown to have stressful consequences in knowledge-working
environments, leading to higher levels of frustration and a requirement
to work faster [24]. Near-future designs may support a knowledge
worker’s choice to have a standing desk gently begin to descend to a
seated level on detection of multitasking vs. single task work. In the
working environment, its ergonomic and cognitive aids are designed
to support best possible cognitive executive function, we may find that
long term stress and frustration is reduced, thus promoting mental
health and improving performance in the working environment.
Our study has some limitations. One limitation was the
customization of the CNSVS test battery leaving out the Visual and
Verbal Memory Tests. Gualtieri and Johnson [25] showed high testrest reliability of the complete CNSVS test battery as well as within
the individual domains. Because in our experimental design we
ran the two test conditions on the same day for each participant the
Visual and Verbal Memory Tests were excluded due to the shortterm learning effect these might produce. For the same reason, as
well as a time efficiency standpoint, we also excluded Non-Verbal
Reasoning and Social Acuity. Besides avoiding having a learning
effect to take place, the underlying argumentation for excluding nonverbal social behaviour is found in the outcome measures of interest.
The aforementioned subtests rely more on emotional perception than
cognitive performance. While that is of great interest too, we decided
to exclude those from this particular trial. In addition, not controlling
for time of day is a limitation to this study because this may introduce
some variation between individuals [26]. On the other hand, time of
day may have minimal influence of differences between conditions as
we used a paired design with randomization of order.
In terms of future work, our results on self-positioning effects
on task performance raise further questions for optimizing cognitive
performance. Breakthroughs to problems are often experienced when
going for a walk or shampooing our heads in the shower, getting away
from the seated, working memory focus of concentrating at the desk,
in particular, it seems, not staying in a static position, focused on a
J Ergonomics
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static target like a screen. Indeed there is an entire literature devoted
to understanding what is actually, formally called “the aha moment”
in discovery and where/when these occur [27]. It may be that our
knowledge work design needs to begin to find ways to accommodate
and support work-in-motion.
In conclusion our randomized controlled cross-over trial on selfpositioning and cognitive performance showed significant higher
scores in a domain of cognitive executive function known as Complex
Attention but not in the other domains. Based on these initial results,
we have shown that there is scope for further work in this area. For
instance, information design in the workplace environment can be
enhanced according to one’s current cognitive requirements and
thereby may optimize opportunities to produce better results, decrease
the chance of making mistakes and lower the relative cognitive load of
people working with tasks requiring a sustained focus and resistance
to distraction.
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